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To whom it may concern,
I am very disappointed with what Department of Planning is presenting to residents and oppose it as there doesn’t seem to be any
acceptable plan or strategy on how the excessive green space within the initial precinct land release will be transferred from
Private Ownership to Public purpose and within what time frame. We keep being told, “at this stage the only land identified for
acquisition is Thompson’s Creek” this DOES NOT ANSWER OUR QUESTIONS and we deserve answers. Liverpool City Council
has also acknowledged the excessive amount of green space and has no idea when Council will be in a position to be able to
afford to acquire any green space! This is not acceptable and deprives land owners from their basic right to freedom to move on
with life. Don’t tell us, we can get on with life and sell, when you have zoned nearly half the area green space, that is nonsense and
inaccurate, NO ONE IS BUYING A FUTURE PARK!.....unless you are a council or developer trying to avoid paying fees, so in
return they can gift it back to Government. Precinct plans should have been released in stages within the initial precinct land
release and it would have avoided all this stress and mental anguish inflicted on land owners, and not land locked nearly half of the
entire area.…..Shameful mismanagement and lack of regard for land owners, shame on you!
Buy the Environmental & Recreational corridor.
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